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Job security in the 1990s: 
How much is job security jvortl;l to eD.lpl~yees? 

Flexibility-the ability to contract or expand a film's 

workforce in response to market demand for the 

fum's products-has been hailed as a key to corpo
rate success since the late 1980s. But has this ush

ered in a new era of job "insecurity for workers~ And 

at what cost? This article presents evidence on em
ployees' feelings of job insecurity in the 1990s and 

on the value that they place on security of employ
ment. 

Neoclassical economics implies that if workers 
value job security, there will be a trade-off between 
pay and security. In this view, if workers are offered 
more secure contracts., they would be willing to ac

cept a lower wage. This theory of compensating dif
ferentials can be traced back to the writings of Adam 

Smith in The Wealth of Nations. Research in social 
psychology suggests that the value of job security (or 
the compensation required for job insecurity) is prob

ably quite large. Aside from its effects on workers' 

satisfaction (utility), job security may elicit levels of 

commitment that are difficult to match by other 
_means. Thus, from an employer's point of view, 

greater flexibility offers advantages but these need to 
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be weighed against its disadvantages. In particular, 

employers might have to pay a substantial bonus to 

workers to compensate for insecurity or, alterna
tively, settle for lower quality workers. 

This analysis addresses several issues: 

• It assesses Australians, perceptions of the security 

of their jobs and how much secmity has declined 
since the late 1980s. · 

• It puts these perceptions into international context 
with comparisons to a high-security 'Scandina
vian model' country (Fmland),. a country whose 

dramatic, on-going marketisation makes Aus

tralia's restructuring look tame (Poland)~ and a 
still largely-unreformed socialist economy in free
fall (Bulgaria). 

• It shows which Australian workers have secure 

jobs and which do not. 

• It measures· the impact of job security on workers' 

satisfaction with their income~ controlling for 
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Declining job security in Australia 
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This decline in security is -important. Using meth

ods described later in the paper, we estimate the de

cline is equivalent to about a 13% drop in income. 

That is, it would take a pay rise of 13% in the (not 

very secure) jobs Australians have now to make them 

as rewarding as the (more secure) jobs Australians· 
held in the late 1980s .. 

Thus. a :tirm' s ability to contract its workforce in re

sponse to declines in demand for the firm's products 

comes at a substantial cost to the workers. At the same 

rate of pay, workers will find their jobs less satisfying. 

To provide the same level of satisfaction-and the 

same quality of worker in the long run-firms would 

have to increase the pay of insecure jobs by 10% to 
15%. 

How does Australia compare to other 
nations? 

We put these job security questions to representative 

national samples in Finland, a stable 'Scandinavian 

model' quasi-socialist country; in Poland, a formerly 

socialist country now rapidly shifting to a market 
economy; and in Bulgaria, a declining, still largely 

unreformed socialist economy deeply mistrustful of 

markets (Figure 2). 

The Scandinavian model clenrly offers the most se

cure jobs: 75% of Finnish workers say that thcir jobs 

are definitely secure or probably secure. Interestingly, 

that is about the same level of security as Australian 

workers felt in the late 1980s, before the recent eco

no~c changes. But now Australians' security has 

falle~ sharply to 56%. 

A~though the transition beyond socialism begE 
only recenrly in Poland, it seems to have reduced peo:-
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pie's feelings of job security from the high.leve1s that 

'~prevailed ·under comp1unism:... only- 53% of Polish 

_-. _ . _- ~~rk~ ~o~Jeel at least ~airly sicure in their jobs.
. -·- . f.b:is is-about the same 1evel as. for contemporary Aus
-- tralia . -

Bulgaria's declining (and still mostly socialist) 

economy seems to provide even less security. Only 
28% feel fairly secure iiJ. their jobs. It seems likely 
that decline makes people feel insecure despite gov

ernment policies endorsing pennanent employment 
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Who has secure jobs? 

What kinds of Australian workers have secure jobs? 

There are some striking differences, revealed by re

gr~ssion analysis (Figure 3). 5 

~art-time workers have much less secure jobs than 
full-time workers, 11 points (out of 100) Jess secure. 

This is the single most important difference of all 

those we examine. Note that this is an independent ef
fect of part-time status, quite apan from other partly 

overlapping characteristics of part-time workers such 

as their sex, education, urban residence~ and trade 
union membership-all of which are controlled in the 

analysis. 
Farmers and other self-employed people feci much 

more secure than their peers who are employees, by 
about 7 to 9 points. Supervisors are more secure than 

those they supervise, by 5 points. 

Gove~ent employees are more secure than their 

private sector peers, 7 points out of 1 00--despire the 

past decade's attempts to emphasise merit and per

formance in government employment. 

. Surprisingly, those in higher status jobs (like pro

fessionals and managers) are in general no more 
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other partially overlapping effects (such as pay and 

other job characteristics) thai might distort it filtered 

out by the regression analysis. Thus, job security is a 
very important factor in determining workers' satis

faction with their fmancial situation: having a secure 

income is fully two-thirds as important as having a 

large one. 

Of the many other aspects of work and background 

in the model, nothing else has any substantial impact 

on satisfaction with pay. The only (minor) exception 

is that getting married seems to yield a small gain in 
satisfaction, perhaps ret1ecting spouse's earnings or 

possibly economies of scale in establishing and rnn

nmg a household. 

Implications for pay packages 

These results have important implications for pay 

packages. Let 1_1s begin with an example:10 

• Take a worker in a secure job--as secure as that of 

a typical full-time goverilment employee, 73 

points on the job security scale-but with low 

earnings of $10 an hour. On average, workers like 

this are moderately satisfied with their income and 

standard of living, 59 points. 

• How will a such a worker react if their job security 

declines? Suppose security were to decline to the 

low level typical of unskilled workers in the pri

vate sector, who average only 53 on the job secu

rity scale.11 This drop in security would reduce the 

worker; s satisfaction with his oav and standard of .. : "" . 
liying to 56 points, down 3 points from his previ

ous 59 points when the job was secure. 
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• The countervailing increase in pay required to re

store the worker to his foEll.er level of satisfaction 
. -~.;~.(. " 

is substantial: his pay would need to be raised from 

~ $1Q:OO per hour to·$14.44·per·hour, an increase of 

- 44% (Table 1). 

Similar calculations show that for a worker who 

began by earning $20 an hour with high job security, 

the same drop in security would require a pay rise to 

$24.93 per hour to compensate fully. That is an in
crease of 25% .· 

For a very prosperous worker earning $40 an hour~ 

the same drop in security would require a pay rise to 

$46.48 to compensate, 16% more. 
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'working fuil-time forpay' and zero for those reporting themselveS as 'woric
ing part-time for pay'; Govemmentworkeris scored 1 for employees oflocal 

gove."''lments. state gover.nments, or the Commonwealth government. -and 

zero for others; Occupational status is measur"..d by Kelley's Worldwide Sta

tus Score, a wideiy used, internationally applix::lble measure of job quality 

ranging from 0 for the worst jobs to 100 for the best; Trade union member

ship is dichotomous variable scored 1 for cum:nt members, zero else; Earn

ings an: :umual income from wages, saiaties and seif -<!!llploymcnt divided by 

tlle number of hour.; worked during the year (estimated from total weeks of 

work during the year and from hom:s worlced in C"..nTell[ job, both of which 

3%'C collected as continuous variables). 

Notes on data 

Australia. Data are from a file pooling four rounds of the Jntema.ti.onai Social 

Science Surveys/Australia, Ausaalia's leading academic survey, conducted 

between 1989 and 1997. There are 14433 cases :in all, ofwbom8418 are cur

rently employed and so included in the analysis. In analysing the effects of 

job security, we use the more elaborate set of security questions in the 1994/ 

95 and 1995/96 ISSS/ A surveys with 2338 cases. These are all representative 

national samples of Austr.llians in aU.states and rer.ritories, based on simple 

random samples drawn by the Electoral Commission from the (compulsory) 

electoral rolls. Potential respondents were contacted by mail, using a slight 

modification of the Dillman totaL response method. Non-respondents were 
pursued by up to 5 subsequent contacts over a six to nine-month period. 

Completion rates (defined as number of completions divided by number of 

completions plus refnsals) averaged between 60 and 65%. These rates com~ 

pare favour.l.bly with recent experiences in many industrial nations (e.g., the 

highly regarded 1989 International Crime Victim Survey averaged 41% in 14 

nations and 45% in Australia). Comparison with the census shows that all 

four samples closely mirror the population in age. se:c, education, labour 

force participation, occupation., industry and all other variables which c:m be 

compared. Sikora's article, below, also compares the Fincish. and Polish 

ISEA surveys with Census data and finds that they match well. 

Bulgruia. The 1997 Bulgarian edition of the International Survey of Eco

nomic Attitudes, was directed by Tsocho Zlatk:ov (Institute of Sociology, 

Bulgarian Academy of Science) and KrzysztofZagorski (Institute ofPoliti

c:U Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences} and face-to-fac= interview data 
were collected by tr:lined interviewe.T"S from the Agency for Social Analysis. 

There are 1273 cases. 

Finkmd. The 1994 Finnish edition of the International Survey of Eco

IlOIDic Attitudes was conducted e.ntireiy by mail. Comparison with Ci!IlSus 

data indicates that it is representative of the population. 

Poland. The 1994 Polish edition of the International Survey of Economic 

Attitudes was conducred in co-operation with the Institute of Political Sci
ences. Polish Academy of Sciences and the Centre for Social Opinion Re

search, Warsaw, a highly regarded quasi-government agency. K. Zagorski 

was principal investigator. The inte:"Views were fac.e-to-face, conducted by 

the Centre· s regulm-staff Qf trained interviewers. Completion rates were over 

90% and there are 2127 cases. TI1e 1997 Polish edition of the International 

Survey of Economic Attirudes was conducted in early 1997 as a panel on the 

1994 ISEA, by the slllll.e group and using the same methods. There are 1669 

C:lSes. 

Technical notes 

1Se:: page 18. 
2The questions on job security are@ copyright by J~natilan Kelley, MDR 

Evans and K.-zysztof Zagorski. Tney mny not be used without the e.-::plicit 

written consent of the copyright holders. 
3Tiris result is from a regression· analysis. 
4Com:lations betwee::a items are: 
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Carrei.ations 

, ~I . {1) -··:= (:2) (3) (4) -
·j~1-.-Jo_b_s-~--------------------~--~----~~--~-J 

1.00 -
. .• 

.81 1.00 r~ Fu~-~-CcmP~ secure. 

! 3. Legally secure .56 .55 1.00 

!4- Company stay !n business .36 .39 1.00 

Sora increase reliability, security is me:lSUII:d by an index avemging the re

sponses to all four security questions. St:oxes therefore range from 0 (some

one feeling very insecm"e on all4 questions) to IOO (someone feeling very 

secure on ail_ 4 questions). with intermediate answers getting intermediate 

scores.. 

~ased on a :further regression analysis not shown in FigUre 3. 
7For the analysis, the items were scored in equai intervals from 'delighted' = 
100 through 'ten:ible' == 0 and then averaged. Crunbining them into a. sc.ale is 

justified by their high inter-item cotrelations and by con:finnatory factor 

analysis results not shown here. 

&we model satisfaction with p11y as a function afhouriy pay, pay squared (to 

capture the declining marginal u1ility of pay). job security, job characteristics 
(pan-time, government employment. self-employed, job complexity, dirt &: 

danger involved), and control variables (age, sex, education, urban, ancima:r~ 

ried): 

Satisfaction -= brl + b1Pay + b2PaySquared + b3Security + b41'3rtTune + 
b5Govt + b5SeifEmpl + U-rComplex.Iob + b8DinyJob + b!t"'\gc + b 10Sex + 
bllEducation + b12 Urban+ b13Married -t- e. · 

~esc are standardised partial regression coefficients, and so directly com

parable. The estimate for pay is a 'she:lf' coefficient combining both the lin

ear and curvilint:lr effects; see Hugh P. Wbitt 1986 'The ~he:U coefi:lcient: A 

simplified and expanded approach' Social Science Re~earch. 1.5:174-189. 
iOora assess the implications for pay packages, we rely on the_ regression 
equation (described in note 8) that estimated the impact of both pay and se
curity on satisfaction with income. From _that, we compute the expec::ed in

come satisfaction of an otb.erwise typical pe:rnon e:mring, far ex:nnple, $10/ 
hr in a very secure job. We then compute ·his expected income satisfaction if 

all else remained the same, hut the job became very insecure. To assess the 
~nomic equivalent of this change, we then mise the income of this (:now) 

insecure worlrer until his predicted satisfaction returns to its previous level. 

In the example, it does that at S~4.441hr. 
11Caincidentally, this is aJso the typical security level for pan-time workers. 
12This .result is calculated by assessing the difference in predicted values 

from the regression equation described in note 8 with security set to the typ

ic:llleve.! prevailing in 1989 and with ~ecurity set to the typic::U level in 1997. 

We then compute how much e."ttm income wouid be require to lift the 1997 

level.of satisfaction back to its 1989 level. 
13For ex:unple, at the SPC canning factory in Victoria. 

!'7bis ;u-gument assumes that the new lay-off anangements do not harm the 

employer. This is more likely to be true in :industrie:> that are <.:yclic. But in 

e:::tremely volatile industries, offering security tnig.ht be too expensive to the 

employer. 
1'These results come from a regression analysis of the 1995/96 data._ The job 

comm.iDill:llt me:lSure is base~ on the questions ·I Cl!Ie a great de:ll about how 

well I do my jab' and 'Doing my job we.U is impormnt to me'. 
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